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Abstract 
 
E-commerce is a highly evolving field of Information Technology. More and more people 
are using e-commerce to broaden the scopes of their businesses in the online world. Tra-
ditional brick and mortar stores have always been there. But in the present times, it has 
become imperative to develop online web shops as well since the trend of online shopping 
is increasing day by day.  
 
To help people in developing and running online businesses, different e-commerce plat-
forms are available online. Choosing the most suitable platform for an online web shop is 
challenging as options are several.  
 
The present research study aims at selecting the most appropriate e-commerce platform 
for a beginner level business in the domain of kids’ online clothing stores. Features that 
are functional in 8 well-established kids’ online clothing stores were studied. Moreover, 
features offered by 5 major e-commerce platforms were also compared with each other. 
 
The results of the thesis show that, based on the variety of features required by kids’ on-
line clothing stores, Shopify is the best online option available.      
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1 Introduction 

 

21st century is the century of information technology and internet has become an integral 

part of the human life in this era. Around the global, people are showing increased interests 

in utilizing the wide varieties of options being offered by the world of information technology 

and internet. Among the various areas, the domain of online shopping has gained utmost 

popularity throughout the world. This can clearly be seen with the increasing number of 

online companies as well as online buyers with every passing day. 

 

It is human nature that acceptance to novel ideas and innovations are not welcomed in an 

instant. However, gradually people began to accept the ideas that prove to be beneficial in 

the longer run. Same is the case with online businesses. The acceptance and fame that is 

received by e-commerce now was not present right in the beginning. In fact, in some of the 

countries of the world online shopping has gained acceptance only very recently. There are 

many aspects that have played pivotal roles in the overall growth and development of the 

ecommerce sector on a global level.  

 

Talking about how ecommerce gained people’s acceptance, the role played by different new 

technologies can never be overlooked at all. Even in the present times, the field of ecom-

merce is undergoing rapid changes. Novel innovations, aimed at enhancing customers’ buy-

ing experiences and sellers’ revenue generation, have taken the scope of the field to an en-

tirely new level. Now, more and more companies are interested in establishing their online 

stores along with their pre-existing market-based stores. Keeping all this in view, the experts 

of the information technology are coming up with new ideas and plans as well. 

 

When focusing on the novelties in information technology, Artificial Intelligence has become 

the major field in this regard as far as the current century is concerned. Ecommerce has 

come out as one of the major business domains of this decade. The revenue generated by 

the global ecommerce sales throughout the world has become a major portion of most of the 

countries’ annual GDPs. Consequently, such countries are putting in more monetary re-

sources in this field to ensure that the upcoming years will turn out to be more financially 

beneficial in the longer run. 

1.1 Website Platforms  

Building one’s online presence, in the form of a website, is a very common trend now-a-

days. Whether it is some small level business or some large enterprise, having a website is 
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essential in every regard. In the same manner, it also does not matter what type of item is 

being sold through the website. Companies selling food items, clothing items, medicines, 

furniture items and many other types of items have their own websites for promoting their 

online businesses throughout the world. Both national and international levels of businesses 

are being carried out through such websites globally.       

 

Developing a website for the purpose of online shopping is the most crucial step in the field 

of ecommerce. A website is just like the seller’s first impression on the buyers. It is also like 

a main front of competition in the ecommerce market. Therefore, it is of utmost importance 

that the websites must be developed in a proper manner. This includes aspects such as 

programming languages, website platforms, tools for the construction of the websites, differ-

ent types of operating systems and many others as well. The main crux is to come up with a 

website that proves to be user-friendly for both the buyers as well as the sellers.  

 

Updating the websites from time to time is also crucial since technology is always undergo-

ing changes and it is the demand of the time to adapt to such changes for the sustainability 

of online business. All these procedures of development and updating the websites can be 

managed by the wide variety of website platforms that are easily available in the market 

these days. Some of the platforms are available free of cost, while some need to be pur-

chased by the owners of the websites. Comparison among these website platforms are quite 

common as it leads the owners towards the most proficient platform available in the market.  

 

The availability of different types of website platforms have made it somewhat difficult for the 

prospectus clients to choose the best option for their websites. However, all the major web-

site platforms have undergone changes to adapt to the requirements of most of the web-

sites. Therefore, now bulk of platforms can be found online that support specific features 

required by different websites.  

 

Although the bulk availability has its own benefits when it comes to the potential users, but 

there are certain issues as well that arise for the users. The most important issue in this re-

gard is that most of the times the users face difficulties in choosing the right website plat-

forms for their websites. The market is full of hundreds of website platforms and it is some-

what impossible for a person to go through all of them to understand their functionalities and 

their operations. Also, most of the times the websites require do not require only a single 

platform. Rather, a group of certain platforms are needed as they work in collaboration with 

each other to support different aspects of the websites at hand. One way through which this 

issue can be resolved is the ranking of the best website platforms according to their func-
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tions, their price ranges or some other criteria that they offer. In this way, the potential users 

can have a clear and proper understanding of the entire scenario prior to selecting one or 

more than one platforms for their websites. 

 

This thesis focuses on the comparison of some of the best website platforms available in the 

market to ensure that the domain of online shopping will be benefitted from it a lot. Factors 

such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, pricing, customer services and others play a 

pivotal role in the market success of online shops. Therefore, platforms that enhance such 

functions are more suitable when it comes to the sphere of online shopping.     

1.2 Scope of Study 

In the domain of e-commerce, potential customers focus on different aspects linked with the 

online websites for buying purposes. The needs and demands of every customer are differ-

ent, therefore it becomes imperative for the business owners to be able to meet the de-

mands of as much customers as is possible for them. Having a website based on accurate 

and sophisticated platforms is highly likely to meet such demands in the longer run. There-

fore, the scope of this research study is restricted to the domain of ecommerce and the cli-

ents/customers of the said field. 

 

This research study aims at descriptively comparing different website platforms that are 

presently available for customers, be they are open platforms or hosted platforms. The main 

aim is to come out with the most appropriate platform that can be used for developing an 

online store of kids clothing – the second step of the present research study. Developing a 

hypothetical kids clothing online store by keeping in mind the best features of website plat-

form/s aims at providing a case study for the potential customers of the field.   

1.3 Problem Statement  

The competitive atmosphere is increasing day by day in the domain of online shopping busi-

nesses. This is because more and more online shops are being developed on daily basis 

throughout the world. In the present, the prevalence of a pandemic has further led customers 

towards online shopping as opposite to the conventional shopping methods. Now, more and 

more people are interested in buying from within the comfort zone of the houses rather than 

going to the shops in the market for buying purposes. In such a competitive scenario, it is 

imperative to have a thorough and all-inclusive online shopping website so that the business 

can be promoted of firm basis.    

 

This research study compares and evaluates different website platforms that are being used 

largely in the market for developing websites related to different types of online shops. The 
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focus of the study lies on selecting the most appropriate website platforms that covers all the 

aspects linked with the area of online businesses or e-commerce to ensure competitive ad-

vantages in the longer run. 

1.4 Study Plan 

A mixed method approach will be used in this research design comprising two stages as 

follows: 

- In the first step, a general description of the different features required by web shops 

will be given. 

- In the second step, eight major kids online clothing brands will be analysed to pre-

sent the major features used in their operations.  

- In the third step, different major e-commerce platforms will be analysed compara-

tively to see which platform is more compatible to develop a hypothetical case of 

“online kids clothing store”. 

- Based on the above analysis conclusions and recommendations will be concluded. 

 

This thesis has been divided into five sections. The first section introduces the problem be-

ing studied in the thesis, scope of the study and the study plan. The second section de-

scribes the different research studies carried out in this domain. This section also gives a 

general description of the features required by online web stores. The third section analyses 

different online kids clothing stores and presents the major operational features being used 

by those web stores. The fourth section compares the major e-commerce platforms based 

on the features offered by them. In the last section, conclusion of the research study and the 

implications are discussed.   
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2 Features of Online Shops 

The peaked rise in the demand and usage of the internet has brought clearly visible changes 

in the way people interact with each other. In addition to the interaction on personal levels, 

interaction on the business levels has also undergone changes on both major and minor 

levels. A few years ago, no one has heard about the term e-commerce or online shopping. 

However, now almost every individual has some idea related to this domain, be it complete 

or slightly incomplete. E-commerce has become so common these days that almost every-

thing can be bought from the wide variety of online stores available throughout the internet 

[1]. 

 

Comfort of buying from within the boundaries of one’s own home is the major facility that is 

offered by online shops [1]. This aspect has gained a lot of importance and attraction in the 

present times where the arrival of a pandemic has made it literally impossible for people to 

go out of their homes for buying even the necessities of life. E-commerce has made it possi-

ble for people to buy whatever they need from the internet easily. Food items can be pur-

chased from the internet and so do the medicines. At the same times, apparel industry as 

well as may other lifestyle industries have also developed online stores for the ease of their 

customers on a large scale. [2] 

  

In order to enhance the experiences of the wide variety of customers on both the national 

and international levels, e-commerce businesses have always welcomed changes with an 

open heart and mind. For instance, shopping from a mall or market appear to be very excit-

ing. However, when it comes to waiting in a queue people simply ignore the excitement at 

all. Online shops, on the other hand, eliminates this tedious as well as time wasting element 

of waiting in the line. Instead, buyers simply get the items delivered at their doorsteps. The 

level of adaptability of an online business in line with the ever-changing domain of informa-

tion technology lies at the crux of market success for any online business [3]. Initially the 

focus of most of the online businesses used to be on the different types of marketing strate-

gies to attract as many customers as it possible. In this regard, a wide variety of e-commerce 

related marketing tactics and strategies have been introduced and implemented over the 

years. [4] 

 

With the passage of time, novel innovations in the domain of information technology raised 

to prominence and shifted the basis of functionality of the websites as well. Among the dif-

ferent novel technologies, the advent of artificial intelligence has been the most important 

one. Artificial intelligence has hugely impacted the lives of people on a global level. Within 
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the field of online shopping, artificial intelligence has also created a lot of ease for both the 

sellers as well the buyers. [5]  

 

A lot of research studies have been carried out in the area of artificial intelligence in order to 

see its benefits as well as its shortcomings. Researchers, from around the world, have 

shown increased interest in how artificial intelligence has been working towards a better 

overall life experience for people and e-commerce is no exception in this regard at all. The 

main idea is to enhance the users’ online experiences by focusing on different areas such as 

online content, spams and their related issues, and many other domains. [6] [7] 

 

Of the different technologies and innovations presented by artificial intelligence in the do-

main of e-commerce, chatbots have been regarded as among the most popularly used plat-

forms by the online users. These chatbots, that are identical to interaction with a human be-

ing on the other side of the online website, have been increasingly reported to positively en-

hance the users’ experience on the online websites globally [8]. Basically, the chatbots are 

just different types of computer programmes that have been developed by the online web-

sites for facilitating their customers 24/7 on regular basis. No matter what hour (of day or 

night) it is, chatbots are always available for the customers to answer their queries related to 

the items of interest, to keep the customers updated regarding new items or policies, to send 

automated messages to the customers, to provide reviews on the demands of the customers 

and many other tasks as well.   

 

Initially chatbots were limited to their website-based versions only. However, with the advent 

of new technology and ideas, mobile applications having their own chatbots have also been 

introduced in the market. Apps related to the different online websites have made interaction 

with the chatbots through mobile phones easy and accessible. This has further facilitated the 

use of chatbots and hence e-commerce in the longer run. [9]  

 

The different minor attributes and features that work for building and maintaining an online 

website are usually combined to form website platforms. Such platforms provide complete 

support for any type of online store. Different research studies have been carried out on dif-

ferent dimensions of these website platforms. Some of them have focused on the compari-

son among the variety of platforms available for potential customers. Such comparisons help 

the potential customers to know about the pros and cons of every platform on individual ba-

sis. Eventually, the potential customers can choose the platform that is ideally suitable and 

successful in the longer run. [10] 
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Research has been carried out to study how pre-managed website platforms differ from 

open website platforms when it comes to different types of online businesses. It has been 

reported by researchers [11] that for small or initial levels of e-commerce businesses, hosted 

or pre-managed website platforms tend to be more beneficial and successful in the longer 

run. Their efficient features like cost, pre-planned design, simplicity and many others help 

the new business developers in better understanding of the website platform. At the same 

time, such platforms also help the buyers have a simple user interface to deal with.  

 

An online e-commerce system aims at providing the maximum benefits to both the buyers as 

well as sellers. To attain this basic purpose, different approaches are used as per levels of 

ease and availability. Using open website platforms also proves to be beneficial for such 

websites or businesses where the sellers need to modify the websites in accordance with 

latest modifications and updates. [10] 

 

In addition to the research studies that focus on comparing different types of available web-

site platforms, there are other research studies as well that focus on one individually se-

lected website platform. Such studies aim at providing detailed information related to the 

chosen platform [12]. Researchers [13] even have come up with studies that focus on spe-

cific features of the e-commerce platforms as well such as developing and maintaining 

online shopping carts and many others.    

2.1 Technical Features Offered by E-Commerce Platforms 

Another vital domain of research related to the e-commerce platforms is the technical fea-

tures being used. Different website platforms utilize different types of technical features in 

order to enhance their scalability and productivity over the years. Similarly, there are plat-

forms that are hosted i.e. they are pre-planned, and they take care of every minute technical 

detail on their own, thus facilitating the users. On the other hand, there are open source plat-

forms as well that allow the users to use and change technicalities as per their own accords. 

 

AI/ML 

Artificial Intelligence has changed the overall look of e-commerce domain altogether. AI is 

basically a machine’s ability to receive, interpret and react to data just as human beings. 

With proper AI tools, e-commerce platforms have been able to bring huge changes within 

the domain. For instance, in the beginning keyword search was the main route for online 

shops. However, with the passage of time, visual search and context-based search has 

brought vivid improvements in customers’ buying experiences from the online shops. 
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Chatbots present yet another uniquely beneficial aspect of machine learning when it comes 

to e-commerce. Chatbots can be considered as customer services representatives’ elec-

tronic substitutes that work automatically to resolve many of the customers’ issues. Most 

importantly, they have eliminated the issues related to the attitude of manual representatives 

as complained by the customers. In the same way, AI has worked a lot towards improve-

ments related to fraudulent cases. Research studies have shown that different approaches 

to machine learning are utilized by different platforms. [14]  

 

Security Systems 

Security lies at the core root for the success of online businesses. When an entrepreneur 

goes for an e-commerce platform, the main concern is related to security. Similarly, when 

customers go to an online shop for buying, security is needed the most. Cyber threats have 

always been there and will be there always. Therefore, e-commerce platforms have also 

developed different coping strategies against such threats. Compliance standards have been 

set by the authorities such as ISO standards and others and only those platforms which 

meet these standards can be flourished in the longer run. Moreover, customers put in their 

trust in companies when giving personal information during financial transactions. Therefore, 

again security becomes pivotal. Research has been carried out extensively in the area of 

security issues and their coping strategies in e-commerce [16].  

 

Payment Procedures 

Payment procedures also play pivotal role in the working and popularity of e-commerce plat-

forms. Customers always look for such online shops that do not include hidden charges of 

any sort. Therefore, e-commerce platforms also tend to ensure that everything is clear in 

black and white. Some e-commerce platforms offer their own in-built payment processors, 

while others also include third party payment portals like PayPal, Stripe, Square and many 

others as well. The more payment gateways an e-commerce platform offers, the more likely 

its business is to flourish on international levels as well. This is because different gateways 

are supported by different countries of the world. Moreover, there are cases when the poten-

tial customers left the shopping cart halfway because of the unavailability of payment option 

in their homelands. [16] 

 

Language Used 

Depending on whether hosted or open source platform is being used, users need to have 

knowledge of the languages used in the platforms. For hosted platforms, no peculiar re-

quirement for understanding the language is needed since it will tackle with every issue on 

its own. However, still knowing which language is being used is good in the longer run. In 
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case of open source e-commerce platforms, a deeper insight and learning of programming 

languages is needed since the user must perform activities on his own. [17] 

 

Cost Structure of The Platform 

Every e-commerce platform has a cost structure that is allows the customers to have a clear 

understanding of the finances required for each case. This also allows the customers to se-

lect from the wide variety of platforms available in the market in accordance with the cus-

tomers’ financial resources. Most of the platforms offer different plans on monthly or yearly 

basis. Moreover, some platforms offer different packages depending on the quality of ser-

vices, transactions and many other domains. [18] 

 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

Search engine optimization, commonly known as SEO, is a service that enables the web 

shop to increase its traffic input and then convert that traffic into revenue. Different e-

commerce platforms have different ratings when it comes to being SEO-friendly website plat-

forms. 

 

Scalability  

Scalability can be considered as the online business’s ability to adapt to changes in future 

and modify itself accordingly as well. Therefore, it is the key step that must be decided prior 

to starting any online business. A simple example can be the addition of mobile commerce 

within the working domain of an already established online shop after some time. If scalabil-

ity would not have been kept under consideration from the beginning, adding new Apps, or 

third-party systems would be very difficult for such businesses. Scalability welcomes novel 

innovations, new trends, untimely sales and many other unforeseen features. [19]    

 

Scalability is also important from usage/load point of view. A web shop may initially have 

very low number of customers, but for example a successful marketing campaign may sud-

denly increase the number of customers. A good web shop platform should not get con-

gested/overloaded because of this sudden increase of traffic. 

. 
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3 Features of Kids Online Shops  

Online apparel shopping belongs to one of the basic online shopping items of the everyday 

life around the globe. Within its own domain, clothing can be divided into a wide variety of 

types. For this research study, online kids clothing has been chosen as the major domain of 

interest. Different online web shops have been developed in this regard. Popularity of the 

different kids clothing web shops differ individually. Of the different online web shops, follow-

ing brands have been very popular, not on national but also on international levels too: 

 Carter’s 

 H&M 

 Zara  

 GAP 

 Nordstrom 

 The TOT 

 Maisonette 

 Burt’s Bees Baby 

 

This section describes the different features that are being offered by the above-mentioned 

kids’ online shops. Home pages of all these kids’ online shops were visited and studied. Fol-

lowing features have been identified as important in establishing and maintaining online web 

shops.  
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3.1 Artificial Intelligence Features 

Artificial Intelligence is being used extensively in e-commerce to enhance both the selling 

and buying experiences of the users. Following are the main features belonging to the do-

main of AI.  

 

Chatbots 

Chatbots allow the customers to have immediate answers related to their queries around the 

clock. This is because these chatbots are like substitute virtual assistants for their human 

counterparts. Chatbots are being used by some of the online kids clothing stores such as 

H&M and Carter’s.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Chatbot of H&M Online Web Shop 

 

Figure 3.1 shows how H&M has implemented the feature of chatbots in their online web 

shop. It helps the customers in getting answers to their questions in an instant so as to en-

hance the shopping experience of the customers. 
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Machine Learning 

Machine Learning is being deployed by almost every kids online clothing shop as can be 

experienced by every customer. For instance, if a customer looks for jeans for baby boys 

only, he/she can automatically see the options for different types of jeans for other ages or 

other genders as well. Same goes for every item available in the store.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Machine Learning works on Carter’s Online Web Shop 

 

Figure 3.2 shows how the phenomenon of machine learning operates in the online web shop 

of Carter’s. As can be seen that the option of “jeans for boys” was written in the search bar. 

The options that came forward included popular searches for jeans such as pocket jersey 

tees, pull-on denim pants, etc. In this way, other products are also advertised, and custom-

ers sometimes benefit from this aspect a lot.   
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Store Locator 

This is an aspect that links the online system with the brick-and-mortar system. If a person is 

visiting the online shop and wants to know where the stores for the respective brand are 

located, then this feature helps a lot. At the same time, having an online store locator lets the 

customer know whether the brand is operational only on national level or on international 

level as well. All the major kids clothing brands such as H&M, GAP, Carter’s, The TOT and 

others use this feature. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Store locator interface of H&M 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the store locator interface of the H&M kids online clothing shop. It helps 

the customers in finding the stores of the brand near their location. This helps a lot if the cus-

tomer wants to go to the shop himself for any purpose whatsoever at all.   
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Themes 

When it comes to the appearance of the online web shop, themes play the most important 

role. Artificial Intelligence has allowed web shops like Carter’s, Maisonette, Nordstrom, H&M, 

and others to bring vibrant and attractive themes and designs for the customers. These web 

shops allow customers to view major links to items with tags such as boys’ clothing, girls’ 

clothing, sportswear, nightwear, sale, etc. A search toolbar is also available on the main 

page of every website to ensure that customers can look for an article directly by putting its 

name in it.   

 

 

Figure 3.4: Main interface of GAP web shop 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the main page of the GAP online web shop where different features such 

as variety of clothing options, sales options, search toolbar for direct search of any article, 

store locator, etc have been mentioned. A simply themed main page helps the customers 

understand the working of the website easily and they can search for and order items easily.   
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3.2 Product Management Features 

Product management is yet another feature that plays a pivotal role in the success of online 

businesses and kids clothing web shops are no exception in this regard. There are different 

areas that fall under the umbrella of this domain. 

 

Email Subscriptions 

The feature of email subscription is offered by all the major as well as minor kids online 

clothing stores. This feature allows the customer, if they subscribe, to get instant information 

related to any new update, sale or arrival of any new product. In this way, customers get to 

know more and chances for online businesses to flourish increase as well.   

  

 

Figure 3.5: Email Subscription Interface of Burt’s Bees Baby 

 

Figure 3.5 shows the email subscription of Burt’s Baby Bees online web shop. Creating a 

personal account in the web shop allows the customers to get information about the order, 

news about promotions and new features, etc.   
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Scalability 

Undoubtedly, scalability is among the most important feature that every online business 

looks forward to. This is the pathway through which businesses can expand/change when-

ever and however it is required. For instance, the tab for “sale” is available on the web page 

of every kids clothing brand. Through this tab, such web shops offer different types of sales 

on different types of products on different occasions. Even if a single sale season becomes 

famous among the customers, the online shop becomes highly likely to get more orders in 

the future, thus enhancing the scalability. That is why, the online web shop must be flexible 

enough to accommodate such huge changes.   

 

 

Figure 3.6: Discount on Email Subscription and Scalability 

 

Figure 3.6 shows how The TOT web shop uses the discounts offered on e-mail subscription 

for attracting more and more customers to improve the levels of scalability. It helps the com-

panies to expand the business more. Other strategies like sales are also used by companies 

in this regard.   
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3.3 Payment and Pricing Management Features 

If customers’ point of view is taken, then payment is perhaps the most vital feature of any 

online working module. Customers always prefer the online web shops that deal with their 

native currencies more than the international currencies. Moreover, issues related to pay-

ment or pricing can also lead to dissatisfaction on behalf of the customers, thus leading to 

discontinuation of shopping from the web shop. Following are the major features that come 

within this domain: 

 

Multiple Payment Gateways 

Multiple payment gateways refer to the different online processing technologies that allow 

swift exchange of money between the customers and the web shop. Kids online clothing 

stores such as H&M, Carter’s, The TOT, Maisonette, Nordstrom and many others offer mul-

tiple payment gateways to ensure that every customer can be able to pay for the purchases 

through the easiest available and functional gateway for himself/herself. Thus, convenience 

of the customer is the major benefit of having multiple payment gateways. 

 

Furthermore, the more there are payment gateways, the more online business can flourish 

on international levels. For instance, H&M is a Swedish-based kids online clothing shop. 

However, it delivers around the globe including countries of Asia, Africa, Middle East, North 

America, South America, Europe and Australia. This huge level of international business is 

operated through different payment gateways such as PayPal, Klarna, card payment and 

other portals.    

   

 

Figure 3.7: Payment Gateways used by H&M 
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Figure 3.8: Payment Gateways Used by H&M 

 

Figures 3.7 & 3.8 show different payment gateways used by H&M online web shop. This 

feature helps the customers in finding the most suitable payment method to pay for the 

product being ordered. Both payment through card and payment on delivery options can be 

seen in case of H&M web shop.  
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Discounts & Coupon Codes 

Every online kids clothing shop offers different types of discounts on certain selected items. 

Seasonal discounts are also offered quite commonly on web shops such H&M, Maisonette, 

The TOT and many others. This enhances the sales output greatly.  

Coupon codes are also offered to the customers, especially on the purchase of certain items 

or upon reaching a specific pricing range during shopping. This further encourages the cus-

tomers to come back for more shopping with some lessened prices.   

 

 

Figure 3.9: The TOT Rewards 

 

Figure 3.9 shows The TOT rewards interface for the web shop. It leads the customers to-

wards earning points on every purchase they will make. Finally, on the accumulation of cer-

tain pre-decided points by the company, the customers can either receive gifts or discounts 

on purchases.  

 

Cart abandonment emails 

Cart abandonment is a very common issue that most of the online businesses must face, 

almost on daily basis. Most of the times, when proper pricing (all-inclusive of taxes and other 

hidden charges) are not mentioned openly, then upon reaching the final shipping page the 

customers become dazzled by unexpected costs and leave the shopping cart halfway. 

Sometimes, the customer faces difficulty in dealing with the foreign currency acceptable by 

the online web shop and sometimes a more suitable and economical alternative is found by 

the customer. All these lead towards cart abandonment.  
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Kids online clothing companies that are successful in the market such as H&M and Carter’s 

have the webpages titled “favourites” or “hearts” where customers can save their liked items 

and can buy them at any time in the future. Furthermore, such kids online clothing web 

shops send cart abandonment emails to the customers who left the carts in abandoned 

states and left without making any purchases.  

 

 

Figure 3.10: Cart Interface of The TOT 

 

Figure 3.10 shows the cart interface of The TOT kids clothing web shop. The cart lets the 

customers know about what they have chosen for shopping. Before checking out, the cus-

tomers can add or remove any item as per their liking. If the customer does not proceed to 

checkout, the company send cart abandonment email to the customer telling that the cart is 

still waiting. In this way, if the customer wants to recontinue shopping such cart abandon-

ment emails help a lot.   
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3.4 Order Management Features 

Order management is yet another very important feature that need utmost attention of the 

business owners in the online kids clothing domain. Some important aspects to be kept un-

der consideration in this regard are as follows: 

 

Shipment and Order Tracking 

To ensure proper shipment and order tracking, kids online clothing stores offer every cus-

tomer with an email and a unique tracking ID. The email provides complete information re-

lated to the shipment of the order along with the order number and other details. Through the 

ID, the customer can easily track the order online and see when it will reach its destination.  

 

 

Figure 3.11: Order Status Interface of Nordstorm 

 

Figure 3.11 shows the order status interface of Nordstorm kids clothing web shop. By putting 

in the order number and area zip code, the customers can easily track the order to see 

where the order has reached and how many more days will it take to reach home. 
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Mobile App 

Developing mobile apps for the online web shops have become very common these days as 

it allows customers even more easy access to the website. Therefore, almost every major 

kids online web shop such as H&M, The TOT, GAP, Maisonette and others offer mobile 

apps for the websites as well. With a mobile ap, the customers can easily browse the web 

shop without any hassle. 

 

 

Figure 3.12: App preview of GAP 

 

Figure 3.12 shows the mobile App preview for the GAP online kids clothing web shop. 

Downloading mobile app helps the customers in having the web shop right at a click of their 

mobile phone. 
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3.5 Customer Management Features 

Managing the customer itself is a main feature that every online web shop must focus com-

pletely. Customers face different types of issues while shopping online and a business that 

can tackle all such issues successfully can ultimately outstand in the market as well. Some 

points of interest in this regard as follows: 

 

Customer Services 

Customer services is the basic domain belonging to the customer management features. 

When and how the customers are likely to receive guidance or answers to the queries is 

what makes online shopping shops attractive to the customers. Therefore, competitive kids 

online clothing stores such as H&M and Carter’s has worked with AI to develop chatbots for 

instant customer services. On the other hand, guidance through emails is available in almost 

every online shop, with the difference being in the time to receive reply from the customer 

services departments of every online shop.  

 

 

Figure 3.13: Customer Services Interface of H&M 

 

Figure 3.13 shows the customer services interface of H&M kids online web shop. It helps the 

customers in finding answers to queries related to delivery, payments, returns, refunds and 

other important information as well.   
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Security 

Online shopping has never been accepted whole-heartedly from the beginning. In fact, even 

in the present times people usually have certain fears related to the security of sharing their 

personal information online. Competitive online businesses offer complete security for the 

personal information of their customers. Personal information is not shared with any third 

party without the consent of the owner.  

   

 

Figure 3.14: Security Policies on website of H&M 

 

Figure 3.14 shows the security policies and protocols followed by H&M web shop while deal-

ing with the personal information of the customers. Putting all the necessary privacy informa-

tion on the website helps the customers in knowing every important detail.    
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Ease of Use 

The easiest the web shop is to operate; the more customers will be retained by the web 

shop. That is why, good kids online clothing stores focus on simple yet sophisticated inter-

faces to enhance the ease of use for the customers. For this purpose, web shops use plat-

forms that provide such easy access.   

 

 

Figure 3.15: Main Page of Nordstorm 

 

Figure 3.15 shows the main page of the Nordstorm web shop for kids clothing articles and 

other accessories. The presence of different tabs for different items and the grouping of simi-

lar items on gender basis makes it easy for the customers to navigate and find their related 

items.  
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Privacy policies 

Different privacy policies are also offered by the online web stores to ensure that customers 

become aware of the working functions of the web store easily. How information will be 

shared at the time of payment, how information will be shared before, during and after ship-

ment and many other domains are covered in this area.   

 

 

Figure 3.16: Privacy Policies of Nordstorm 

 

Figure 3.16 shows the privacy page of the Nordstorm web shop where all the major ques-

tions related to privacy of the customers have been given separate FAQ’s position to help 

the customers.  
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4 Comparative Analysis of Website Platforms  

This section compares the main features required by kids’ online shops and based on this 

analysis, following features have been found important as offered by different e-commerce 

platforms. 

4.1 Artificial Intelligence Features 

Shopify offers the facilities of artificial intelligence within its system. Chatbots can be devel-

oped easily with this e-commerce platform as the backbone of an online web shop. More-

over, although there is a built-in machine learning system in Shopify but there are additional 

apps for this purpose as well. Shopify also offers the apps for creating the store locator tem-

plate on the online web shop interface. 

 

As far as the themes offered by Shopify are concerned, Shopify offers bulk of professional 

themes for the customers to select from. Additionally, Shopify also offers other varieties of 

themes through the portals of third parties. In short, many more themes become available to 

the customers. All the themes are modernized and out-of-the-box ideas. However, one 

drawback is that only a few themes are freely available to the customers. Majority of the 

themes must be purchased. 

 

Magento also includes artificial intelligence in its basic and extensive operations. Chatbots 

are one such example. Magento offers store locator extension in its basic interface through 

which the owners can easily add the locations of their stores on the map. The themes and 

designs offered by Magento are also very versatile and unique. However, this platform does 

not offer any of its own themes or designs. All the designs and themes are taken from the 

third parties. They are available both on free and paid basis. 

 

Big Commerce uses the chatbot “Maisie” that works as an autopilot to guide the customers 

towards all the queries and requests in a systematic manner. Moreover, machine learning 

apps are also used by this platform in its associated web shops. As far as the store locator 

template is concerned, offline apps are also available with Big Commerce.   

 

Big Commerce also offers both paid as well as free themes and designs. The approach is 

quite like that of Shopify i.e. the free themes available are very few in quantity. Majority are 

the paid ones. Again, like Shopify, after selection of the theme the customization process is 

quite easy and up to date. 
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Woo Commerce also uses many different types of apps that focus on the chatbots or auto-

matic virtual assistants for the online web shops. Such chatbots have been developed with 

highly advanced features to tackle as many customers’ sides issues as are possible. As for 

the element of machine learning, “Wootomotion” is one of the many apps in this regard. 

Such apps allow the system to recall and then represent the previously searched pages or 

items. Woo Commerce offers store locator services as well. The apps as well as the exten-

sions help a lot in downloading and maintaining information of the stores along with the pins 

of tracks on maps. 

 

When it comes to themes and designs, Woo Commerce provides excellent quality themes 

and designs for the websites. That is why, this aspect has been a very strong aspect of the 

Woo Commerce platform, as compared to its counterparts.  

 

Wix uses a vast variety of machine learning approaches and techniques to get help in man-

aging the products of the websites. There are simple machine learning programs along with 

different complex ones as well. Wix also offers apps for downloading of chatbots for the 

websites. Wix, just like all its competitors in the market, also provides good variety of themes 

and designs both paid and free.     

4.2 Product Management Features 

Shopify offers variety of product management features such as email subscriptions for the 

future product promotions or changes, images along with the product, managing the matrix 

of the products in terms of colours, sizes and other details. Search Engine Optimization 

(SEO) based on the details of the products is, yet another vital product management feature 

offered by Shopify. All these features enable and ensure high level of scalability when it 

comes to the platform of Shopify. 

 

Magento can easily be labelled as a feature-rich e-commerce platform, as compared to its 

counterparts in the market. It provides different types of email subscriptions and other 

emailing portals for the guidance of the customers. Moreover, images per product are also 

quite versatile and variant in nature when it comes to Magento. Furthermore, Magento has 

been universally accepted as the most SEO-friendly platform in the domain of e-commerce 

and online shopping. Thus, the scalability of the web shops based on this platform is quite 

good. 

 

Big Commerce also offers different types of product management features such as com-

parisons among the products, SEO-friendly interface, email subscriptions and many other 
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ones. Matrix management of the products in terms of colours, sizes and other features is 

also available in case of Big Commerce. Moreover, there are checkboxes as well that allow 

the customers to add or remove features from the products, if they want any, before pur-

chasing.   

 

Woo Commerce provides a very big platform for adding as many products as the web shop 

owners want. It simply depends on how the products are managed that this approach is suc-

cessful in the longer run. Just as unlimited products, unlimited images of the products can 

also be uploaded easily through Woo Commerce platform on the websites. Woo Commerce 

also allows direct uploading of customers’ reviews related to every product in front with the 

product on the website, thus enhancing chances of scalability in the longer run. 

 

Wix also offers almost every product management feature as is offered by its competitors in 

the market. For instance, there is product subscription emailing, images per products, re-

views related to the products, matrix management of every product in terms of sizes, colours 

and many other domains. Thus, the scalability aspect of this platform is also quite good.     

4.3 Payment Management Features 

This is among the majorly important features of every clothing online website. Payment 

processing features, when the website becomes operational, helps the customers in paying 

for the products. Therefore, all the e-commerce platforms have detailed emphasis on such 

features. 

 

Shopify offers multiple payment gateways for the customers to pay for the purchased prod-

ucts. This allows an easy transfer of money for both the sellers as well as the buyers. 

Shopify offers the feature of Shopify Payments which provides a very straightforward pay-

ment procedure to the customers. There is no involvement of any third party in this case. 

Other than this, Shopify has a bulk of payment gateways so that customers from different 

countries of the world can pay in accordance with their own ease. But sometimes there are 

transaction fees when third party resources are used.  

     

Magento also offer multiple payment gateways to the customers. However basically, Ma-

gento only offers a few payment gateways in its free version. Still there is the option of add-

ing many more payment gateways through the utilization of third-party sources.  

 

Big Commerce provides multiple payment gateways to its customers. Local payment op-

tions are also available and many renowned payment gateways are also available. Woo 
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Commerce also provides wide variety of payment gateways. Choosing the right gateway in 

accordance with business and shop needs is the right way to work. Wix also operates based 

on multiple payment gateways like credit cards, digital wallets, offline payments and many 

others.  

4.4 Pricing Features 

Different website platforms offer different pricing rates for their customers to start using the 

platform for their businesses. 

 

Shopify offers different pricing packages which vary according to the customer’s financial 

resources. The packages offer different extensions and elements. Therefore, it becomes 

easy for the beginner entrepreneurs to choose accordingly. The charges must be paid 

monthly. The packages are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 4.1: Pricing and Features of different packages offered by Shopify 

 

 Basic Shopify Shopify  Advanced 

Shopify  

Per Month Price $29 $79 $299 

Customer Services  24/7 support 24/7 support 24/7 support 

SSL Certification Free SSL Cer-

tificate  

Free SSL Cer-

tificate  

Free SSL Cer-

tificate  

Shipping Discount from DHL, UPS, 

Express or USPS 

Up to 74% Up to 74% Up to 76% 

Currencies used for selling pur-

poses 

133 133 133 

Extra fees involving all payment 

providers 

2.0% 1.0% 0.5% 

 

Table 4.1 shows the difference in the price range and features offered by three main pack-

ages of Shopify platform. 

 

Magento comes basically in two versions: 

 Community Version 

 Enterprise Version 
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The community version is free of cost completely. The customer simply needs to download 

the version and install it to start running the online business. Unlimited customizations are 

offered by this version to develop the store as per the customers’ demands. 

 

The enterprise version, on the other hand, is a paid version of Magento and its pricing rate 

starts from $22,000. These charges need to be paid on annual basis. 

 

BigCommerce also comes in the form of month to month pricing packages which the cus-

tomers can choose according to their financial budgets (see Table 2). No free version or free 

services are offered by this e-commerce platform. There are certain differences among all 

the packages. 

 

Table 4.2: Price range and Features offered by BigCommerce 

 

 BigCommerce Stan-

dard Package 

BigCommerce Pro 

Package 

BigCommerce Plus 

Package 

Per Month 

Price 

$29.95 $79.95 $299.95 

Transaction 

Fees 

0% 0% 0% 

Multiple Cur-

rency 

Yes Yes Yes 

Custom SSL Unavailable  Unavailable  Available  

Stored Credit 

Cards  

Unavailable  Available Available 

Product Filter-

ing  

Unavailable  Unavailable  Unavailable  

 

Table 4.2 shows the major differences among the packages that BigCommerce offers to its 

customers. 

 

Woo Commerce is a platform that is free, and all its major elements also comes in free of 

cost. However, there are many hidden charges when it comes to the high-level elements and 

extensions which the website owners cannot go without in the longer run. The charges must 

be paid annually. Therefore, all the essential points must be kept under consideration. 
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Wix has its own pricing packages that must be paid on monthly basis by the customers. 

There are no free packages or installations with this platform. 

 

 

Table 4.3: Prices and Features Offered by Wix 

 

 Free Combo Unlimited Business Basic 

Per Month Charges $0 $18 $23 $28 

Ad-free No Yes Yes  Yes  

Bandwidth 1GB 2GB Unlimited  Unlimited  

Storage  500 MB 3 GB 10 GB 20 GB 

Professional Logo No  No  No  Yes  

SSL Encryption Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Table 4.3 shows the difference in the pricing ranges and different features offered by differ-

ent packages offered by Wix platform.  

4.5 Order Management Features 

Shopify offers an extensive order management system that includes superb order shipping 

and tracking apps and extensions. Moreover, the features of return and exchange policies 

are quite sophisticated when it comes to this platform. If shipment address needs to be 

changed, then this can also be done effectively. Cancellation of orders can also be dealt with 

very nicely with Shopify. Multiple locations that are involved in the shipment process like 

warehouses, stores, drop shippers and others are also well-managed and well-tracked in 

Shopify.  

 

Magento offers good order management features too. Refunds, returns, exchanges and 

cancellation of orders can all be done efficiently through this platform. The feature of BOPIS 

(Buy Online and Pick-up In Store) is also a good feature offered by Magento.  

 

Big Commerce also offers good order management features like return policies, exchange 

policies, order cancellation policies and others. Shipment and tracking of the orders also 

include all the multiple locations in a single loop.  

 

Woo Commerce follows the one click order management system. There is an option of or-

der editor through which an order can be changed as and when required. The options of 

return, exchange and cancellation of orders are also available through this platform.  
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Wix makes order tracking and shipment tracking very easy and straight forward. There are 

different tools that are available on this platform to facilitate these features. If there is bulk of 

orders arriving at a destination, this can also be managed easily with Wix.   

4.6 Customer Management Features    

When it comes to customer management features, different e-commerce platforms have 

come up with different types of approaches such as complete guidelines based on basic 

knowledge and information of the system, chatbots, emails, phone calls, answering through 

social media forums such as Facebook, Twitter, etc and others. Additionally, ease of use is 

the second important feature that falls under this umbrella.  

 

Shopify offers detailed guidelines about how the platform and the website based on it per-

forms. Additionally, the features of chatbots, emailing and social media forums are also pre-

sent in this platform. However, some of the helping tools are owned by Shopify, while certain 

others are properties of third parties. Therefore, for such tools, guidance from third party is 

needed as Shopify cannot help in such cases. 

 

When it comes to ease of use, Shopify has a well-optimized procedure for developing and 

maintaining the online stores. Signing up for the platform is the initial stage. No manual 

downloading is needed here. Only a few basic questions are asked and then the rest of all 

the tasks are performed by Shopify on its own.    

 

Magento also offers a basic guideline package that is free of cost. However, when it to other 

customer services, it depends on the type of package chosen from Magento. If the basic and 

free package has been chosen, no customer support is given. On the other hand, if paid 

package is taken then customer support is given.   

 

As far as ease of use in Magento is concerned, initial installation of the platform has to be 

don on manual basis with all the basic tasks to be done by the customer on his own. Ma-

gento provides two versions: one that is free of cost and second that is paid. Ease of use 

depends on which version one has bought. 

 

Big Commerce has a very huge and all-inclusive knowledge-based guideline package that 

is very powerful in its working. It allows customers to obtain information about almost every 

minor as well as major operational detail of the platform. Moreover, this e-commerce plat-

form also provides chatbot services, emailing and phone call helps round the clock. With Big 
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Commerce, sign up is the basic deal. Just like in Shopify, basic questions are asked and 

then rest of the tasks are done by the platform on its own.  

   

WooCommerce has a public knowledge-based guidelines package that is free to use by all 

the customers. Other than that, the services of chatbots, phone calls and emailing are usu-

ally not available when it comes to this e-commerce platform. Installation and understanding 

of WordPress is important prior to using WooCommerce platform. Therefore, it is not as 

straightforward process as that with other platforms like Shopify. However, having a good 

grip on WordPress is the major deal in this case.  

 

Wix also has its own knowledge-based guidelines package. On the other hand, call-back 

service is also offered by Wix that falls under the category of phone helpline. Additionally, a 

ticket can also be bought for talking to the customer services representative. Wix platform is 

also quite easy to use since all the major working areas are controlled by the platform itself. 

The customers just need to get used to the functioning of the platform and after that things 

become quite easy.   

 

4.7 Summary of Analysis    

 

Table 4 shows how the main e-commerce platforms differ from each other on the basic fea-

tures offered by them. On the basis of the above-mentioned comparative analysis and the 

features that are already functional in well-established online kids’ clothing stores in the mar-

ket, it can be concluded that for a beginner level of business a hosted e-commerce platform 

such as Shopify is clearly the best option.  It suits the budget with its various pricing pack-

ages, its hosted nature helps beginners to feel easy in using it, its themes and designs are 

exceptional, customer support servicing is also effective and available 24/7, AI has been 

effectively implemented and its range for scalability is very wide and future prospects can 

also be set easily.   
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Table 4.4: Comparative Analysis of E-commerce Platforms for Online Shops 

 

 Shopify  Magento  BigCommerce WooCommerce Wix 

AI Management 

Features 

Excellent  Good  Excellent Good Excellent 

Product Man-

agement Fea-

tures 

Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Payment & 

Pricing Man-

agement Fea-

tures 

Good  Not so 

good 

Fine  Good  Good  

Order Man-

agement Fea-

tures 

Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Customer 

Management 

Features 

Basic to 

the plat-

form 

Basic to 

the plat-

form 

not basic to the 

platform 

not basic to the 

platform 

Basic to 

the plat-

form 
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5 Conclusions 

This research study compared and evaluated different website platforms that are being used 

largely in the market for developing websites related to different types of online shops. The 

focus of the study lies on selecting the most appropriate website platform that covers all the 

aspects linked with the area of kids online clothing businesses to ensure competitive advan-

tages in the longer run. 

 

Some famous kids online clothing brands and their web shops were selected. Different fea-

tures offered by those online shops were studied. Then different e-commerce platforms were 

studied for their features to see which platform provides the best features for kids online 

clothing shops.  

  

Based on the comparative analysis and the features that are already functional in well-

established kids’ online clothing stores in the market, it is concluded that for a beginner level 

of business a hosted e-commerce platform such as Shopify is clearly the best option. It suits 

with its various pricing packages, its hosted nature helps beginners to feel easy in using it, 

its themes and designs are exceptional, customer support service is also effective and avail-

able 24/7, AI has been effectively implemented and its range for scalability is very wide and 

future prospects can also be set easily.  

 

The way the trend of online shopping is increasing day by day, it has become important that 

web shops must be developed in such a way that it becomes profitable for the owners and 

useful for the customers. Good e-commerce platforms can greatly help the web shops in this 

regard.     
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